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Overview

The nucleus of the data interaction in a dapp 
is managed by open-source smart contracts, 
which are autonomously published on the 
blockchain. It is often partnered with token-
based incentives and is not controlled by any 
single entity. The data within a decentralised 
application is open, transparent, available for 
anyone to see and cannot be changed unless 
the governance token has implemented 
that to the nature of the (DAO) blockchain. 
The gaming industry plays a pivotal role in 
the ecosystem of dapps. The dapp sector 
has grown rapidly, driven by gaming and is 
presumed to continue on its bullish trend. 
Due to its open-source and modular layers, 
this industry is growing 10 times quicker 
than traditional industries. As a benefit, new 
products can be launched considerably 
faster than in classic gaming. Blockchain 
games are bringing an entirely new type of 
crypto adoptees onboard, with VCs investing 
hundreds of millions of dollars into the dapps 
atmosphere. The Play-to-Earn movement is 
responsible for the gaming explosion.

In the traditional gaming industry scenario, 
apart from the blockchain, the largest 
game distribution programme, Steam has 
supported over 35,000 games and has more 
than 10 million active users daily.

Also, ‘Epic Games’ another game company 
that has developed Fortnite Gears of War 
and many others, achieved 100 million users 
through its digital store and grossed $680 
million in 2019. As a result of the steady 
growth of the PC game industry, we can see 
the platform’s role. Dapp Play Store sets out 
to allow users to acquire, access and directly 
play current Dapps as opposed to a dapp 
statistics site and provide a necessary need 
in the absence of a dapp marketplace. In 
addition, Dapp Play Store lowers the dapp 
documentation process’s risks in order to 
protect our users from any intentionally 
harmful dapps that hurt the blockchain 
ecosystem through its self-censorship. Dapp 
Play Store plays an imperative role as a safe 
marketplace to use the dapps in a secure 
and fun environment.

A dapp (decentralised application) is a blockchain-based application that 
works strictly on a P2P (peer-to-peer) computer network as opposed to a single 
computer or server.



Background

to be adopted by the market.The dapp industry 
encompasses far more than just smartphone 
apps. It moves across a variety of areas, 
including financial services, entertainment, 
collectibles, and gaming.That implies the dapp 
sector has the potential to expand further 
into the $50 billion art market, $372 billion 
collectibles market, and $175 billion video 
game market, as well as financial services, live 
events, and the entertainment industry as a 
whole. By the first quarter of 2019, more than 
2,000 decentralised applications had been 
developed on Ethereum, EOS, TRON, and 
Steem as developers explored the possibilities 
offered by smart contracts and decentralised 
applications. In 2018, a total transaction 
volume of over $6.5 billion was generated 
by 1,423 dapps, with each dapp generating 
an average transaction volume of over $4.5 
million. In comparison, 65,000 mobile apps 
were created in the first year of Apple's App 
Store.

These generated around $4.2 billion revenue 
in total, averaging only $65,000 per app. 
Decentralized applications are still in the 
early stages of development but they have 
initially proven their value, and have created 
a large and fast growing new economy. 
Since 2018 many large teams and publicly 
listed companies have started to invest in 
researching and developing decentralized 
applications - especially in the fields of gaming 
and social networking. Mass creation and 
adoption of decentralized applications is 
coming.

Q3 2021, in-game NFT collectibles generated 
$2.32 billion in sales, accounting for 22% 
of  total NFT trade volume. To put this into 
perspective, the crypto gaming business made 
$321 million in sales in the year 2020. Overall, 
2.5 million users interact with dapps every day 
across all verticals, marking a year-over-year 
rise of 21,950 percent.

CryptoKitties was the 1st blockchain game, 
was also able to get the most traction and 
engagement of its time this in turn led the dapp 
market. For the users who are not familiar with 
blockchain the entry barrier was too high. For 
every action in the game a network sign-in 
was required which caused inconvenience. 
Despite the massive business success of 
CryptoKitties, there were several issues found, 
such as network paralysis since the blockchain 
technology was not up to standards to 
provide services to such a large number of 
consumers. Many blockchain projects have 
tried to solve this problem by using the models 
that simultaneously utilize both on-chain 
and off-chain transactions.However still,the 
situation of gas has not yet been resolved. 
Blockchain is a new and foreign market, a lot 
of research and development is required for 
projects to be successful and flexible to the 
business structure and roadmap taking in the 
business experience gained from it and the 
vast changing market. However, there have 
also been many good projects being taken 
down because of the fund's depletion while 
developing without responding flexibly because 
of the internal and external pressures from 
whitepapers, roadmaps,and communities 
and have lost their credibility by releasing 
underperforming products.
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Problems

1. According to available market statistics, 
at least 50 public blockchains presently 
focus on various usage scenarios and 
have varying scalability performance, are 
fast incubating dapps, and 5 are rapidly 
extending their ecosystem. This has 
resulted in more than 50 dapp display 
and distribution channels on the market, 
resulting in a poor user experience and a 
waste of resources.

2. According to Q1 2019 market report, less 
than 2% of Ethereum's 1.15 million users 
had used dapps. The main reason for this 
is that dapps have so far provided a bad 
user experience: users must download 
wallet tools, import wallets, register their 
wallets (which includes remembering 
information such as mnemonics, private 
keys, and so on) and receive native tokens 
for that specific blockchain (e.g. ETH gas 
fees are needed to use Ethereum-based 
dapps). Because such a complicated 
procedure necessitates distinct tools 
and skill sets for each blockchain, users 
who utilise several dapps from different 
blockchains will have to repeat the learning 
process. This has posed a significant 
impediment to the widespread adoption of 
decentralised applications

3. Because there is no requirement for 
authorization when developing and 
publishing decentralised applications, there 
have been a huge number of scam and 
low-quality programmes on the market, 
causing many users to lose money. 
Fortunately, the activities and transactions 
of any decentralised app are stored on the 
chain, allowing us to monitor the true user 
situation via the on-chain data store.

4. Closed Governance
 Value creators are controlled and 

suppressed by hegemonic practices within 
these centrally governed platforms. There 
is dissension among developers working 
on the various application platforms, but 
little has been done for the interest of the 
developer and consumer community.

5. Coding/language writing Many amatuer 
developers dont have the experience, 
knowledge or time to build dApps directly 
within a blockchain infrastructure, many 
people don't know how to code but want 
a web3 site. There is no easy step guide 
for beginners or seasoned developers or 
business owners to create or up scale a 
dApp
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Solutions

Little to no
Commission

We aim to eliminate excessive transaction 
fees, reduce censorship (reduce interference 
from the Dapp Play Store side) and redistribute 
value back to the community while enhancing 
transparency. A low transaction fee structure 
leads to better incomes for developers who 
in turn can pass on some of these benefits to 
the consumer who saves on play costs. So the 
Dapp Play Store platform eventually becomes 
a platform that provides high incomes to 
developers and economic incentives (in the form 
of savings) to users as well.

Market-Dictated
Pricing

Price flexibility through Dapp Play Store, removal 
of the middleman’s profit, and technological 
improvements achieved by the use of blockchain 
technology contribute to a lower fee for users 
and higher income for developers.

KYC means
"know your customer."

It refers to a financial institution’s obligation to 
carry out certain identity and background checks 
on its clients before allowing them to use its 
product or platform.

In other words, it stops bad actors from hiding 
the illicit source of their money behind legitimate 
financial activity.

Transparency & Freedom
to Choose

Dapp Play Store flexible peer-to-peer platform 
design and decentralized mobility marketplace 
allow for significant additional user control and 
customization. Dapp Play Store is thus designed 
to eliminate the market inefficiencies and 
dramatically enhance freedom in choices and 
price flexibility for its participants. All of this being 
done on the blockchain provides an extremely 
high level of transparency and verifiability. 

Dapp Play Store will continue classifying 
developers as independent contractors, but  
unlike on centralized platforms we plan to 
make our developers-partners will have actual 
independence.

 Open
Governance

At Dapp Play Store, we are not just creating 
a platform for service providers and receivers; 
we are planning on creating a self-sustaining 
ecosystem where every stakeholder plays a 
vital role in its growth and healthy maintenance. 
By participating in this unique real-world NFT, 
entities like consumers, developers and editors 
can govern themselves in the most efficient and 
fair way. Dapp Play Store is thus planning on 
giving developers and users a louder voice that 
has been snatched away by the suppressing 
centralised governance application companies 
through token staking for network ownership, 
and also by making proposals and voting on 
them.

Incentivised
Participation

Both the developers and consumers can earn 
incentives within the Dapp Play Store platform 
for their active participation and engagement 
with the platform. The different ways for platform 
developers and users to earn rewards.

Content Management
System (CMS)

A CMS, short for content management system, 
is a software application that allows users to 
build and manage a website without having to 
code it from scratch, or know how to code at all.

With a CMS, you can create, manage, modify, 
and publish content in a user-friendly interface. 
You can customize the design and functionality 
of your sit e by downloading or purchasing 
templates and extensions, rather than coding. 
You can have multiple users working in the back-
end of the same tool — and much more.
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Dapp Play Store

Dapp Play Store is a web3 application store, decentralised content management system with a 
multi-coin wallet that allows users to search, play and install all blockchain applications uploaded to 
the store, whilst autonomously connecting to all the dapps submitted to the dapp play store wallet 
which ensures an easier user experience as opposed to using third party entities.By ensuring the 
dapps are connected the DPS wallet this allows users to easily change the mainnet to comply with 
whatever chain the dapp is built on.
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Bringing blockchain dapps in one platform, 
Dapp Play Store introduces an ecosystem 
with an easy user experience. Developers 
can reduce the development time by directly 
solving users' needs in terms of several 
blockchain mainnets at once, without having 
to worry about other browsers and users' 
technical knowledge. Dapp Play Store has 
created a system in which the platform,users 
and developers are essentially connected 
from production to supply, consumers and 
publishers that participate are contributing 
to the ecosystem.Dapp Play Store supports 
dapps with a variety of blockchain networks.

Dapp Play Store is a cornerstone in application 
services that integrates blockchain technology 
into the traditional games and web 2 
architecture. The current app marketplace 
does not support cryptocurrency in general, 
developers often use the third-party program 
despite cryptocurrency being already applied 
within the app on its own. Developers can 
integrate cryptocurrency into apps and apply 
token economy without using a third-party.
Not only that, Dapp Play Store requires 
relatively low fees in contrast to high fees of 
20%-30% applied by Apple Appstore Google 
PlayStore. Developers will be able to focus on 
development,and at the same time,can enjoy 
the impact of promoting dApps that will be 
released in Dapp Play Store. This allows users 
or investors to participate in the project through 

the platform.Users Can Become investors of 
Dapp Play Store and help fund developers.
Users and investors will receive paid services 
within the Dapp, goods, NFTs,
contents, tokens, etc. provided by the 
developer.

Dapp Play Store (DPS, dapp-playstore.com) is 
a open-source content management system 
(CMS). Features include a plugin architecture 
and a template system, referred to within the 
Dapp Play Store as Themes. Dapp Play Store 
is a publishing system which supports other 
web3 content types including more traditional 
mailing lists and forums, media galleries, 
membership sites, learning management 
systems (LMS) and online stores. One of the 
most popular content management system 
solutions in use.

Dapp Play Store is a factory that makes web3 
pages, its core analogy designed to clarify the 
functions of DPS: it stores content and enables 
a developer to create and publish dApps, 
requiring nothing beyond a domain and a 
hosting service.

DPS has a web3 template system using a 
template processor. Its architecture is a front 
controller, routing all requests for non-static 
URIs to a single PHP file which parses the 
URI and identifies the target page. This allows 
support for more human-readable permalink
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Content Management System CMS:
A CMS makes the process of creating, editing 
and publishing content more efficient and 
allows developers to have more control.

The best CMS doesn’t just deliver content, but 
also has workflow management capabilities, 
the ability to easily store or retrieve assets, 
the ability to easily integrate with other 
systems and the ability to deliver personalised 
experiences.

Traditionally, CMS platforms were created to 
deliver HTML-based web experiences, but 
they are evolving to adapt to the proliferation of 
channels.

A content management system is a software 
application that allows you to create and 
deliver digital content. A CMS lets you easily 
edit your digital experiences and then publish 
that experience out to the web and other digital 
channels. It's essentially the layer that sits 
between you as an organisation and the digital 
experience your customer interacts with and 
it's the mechanism through which you arrange 
the digital content to deliver to a site visitor.

A CMS is an application. You don’t need a 
CMS to deliver content. You can write code 
that translates into the experience that gets 
published. But you have to write the code to 
style it for all the pieces, from the structure of 
the dApp to the content to what users can 
click. It also becomes challenging to regularly 
update the experience. Ultimately, the way a 
CMS works is its software that provides you 
that user interface and streamlines the process 
of delivering content.

A CMS puts a layer on top of all the work you 
need to do. It’s a set of tools and capabilities 
that allow you to deliver and update content 
much more easily without having to code 
everything by hand. With a CMS, you can 
develop components for all common features 
of your dApp - such as titles, text, headers 

and navigation bars. These components then 
become reusable and make it easy to create 
new pages or update existing ones without 
significant development.

If you didn't have a CMS, you'd have to hard-
code this every single time. Within the CMS 
you’re creating components that become 
the building blocks of your dApp, then you're 
putting content into the experience. And if you 
want to add or edit a component that’s been 
published or delivered, you can do so directly 
with the CMS.

With the CMS, you’re not only building the 
structure of the experience, you’re also 
populating it with assets like images and text. 
And you have a workflow capability so you 
can communicate with other members of your 
team quickly and assign tasks to different team 
members. It streamlines the content-creation 
process, helps manage the different people 
and different teams involved and pushes the 
content out to a web3 page or experience. It 
does the work of converting the structure and 
content of your web3 site built elsewhere by 
providing and SDK that can be read by the 
DPS and then fully displayed in its final format.

This work can be done manually by a 
developer, but it takes a long time and is 
resource-intensive. Using a CMS not only 
improves efficiency, but because it's user-
friendly, it allows the marketer to have more 
of a say over how an experience looks and 
to quickly make any necessary edits. Digital 
experiences are so important to a company’s 
marketing strategy, but the digital world 
is complex. Marketers need to be able to 
produce and share content, but they might 
not have the skill set required to create a 
website from scratch. A CMS empowers 
marketing teams to do what they do best 
— continually create and share content that 
meets consumers’ needs — quickly and easily, 
without needing to know how to code.
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Features

Consumer Features

Consumer experience and features

Non blockchain and blockchain users sign up 
creates a walle once successful app has 5 icons 
bottom of the page home, dapps/discover, 
news and profile/wallet

Home

Within the homescreen the consumer will 
be able to see paid advertisement, the most 
popular dapps in accordance to downloads, 
recently launched games, suggested for you 
dapps based on user preference and staking 
earning dapps

Dapps/Discover

The dapp/discover icon is where the user can 
search to find and also see all the categories of 
the dapps created such as:

• Advertisement

• Wallets

• Games

• Defi NFT

• Metaverse

• Yield farming 

• Staking

• Play to earn

• Social media 

• Educational News

• Developer toolkits 

• Music and audio

Games

play to earn Dapps and DAOs allowing our 
users to redeem rewards and automatically 
place them in the DSP wallet where users can 
store or transfer funds. Once again this is also 
where adverts relating to this part of the dapp 
ecosystem can be further promoted

When both consumer and developer 1st download the the Dapp Play Store they must create a 
wallet agree to privacy policy and terms of use DPS will then give consumer and developer their 
own personal seed phrase they will then verify by repeating the seed phrase back to DPS and they 
should have successfully created themselves a wallet with a unique address code were the user can 
buy, send, receive crypto and connect to the world of dapps.

Consumer

There are 3 different user functionalities

NFT enhancementDeveloper Admin
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The wallet/profile icon is where the user will be 
able to go to settings to change details within 
the profile i.e security, night and day mode, 
currency format (usd gbp), notifications and 
join DPS community(twitter telegram). This is 
also where the user will be able to see all the 
dapps they have installed, place them in any 
order they choose and access their wallet to 
purchase any crypto via incorporating Transak 
API and storing said crypto on the DPS wallet 
ensuring the user can connect to any dapp no 

matter the chain by simply using their credit or 
debit card and purchasing said blockchain to 
operate on the correct dapp. For a user who 
is familiar with cryptocurrency since they have 
been issued a wallet address the user can 
simply transfer funds from another account to 
the DPS wallet. There will be no withdrawal 
from DPS to any credit or debit card; only 
deposits are accepted and crypto transfers 
both in and out.

Wallet/Profile
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Developer Experience and features

The developer experience will be exactly the same as the consumer experience with a few
noticeable differences, the main difference being once the dev submits their dapp to DPS
and has been approved the dev will now have an additional tab on their profile page which
will allow them to view all of their insights i.e
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Themes

Dapp Play Store users may install and switch 
among many different themes. Themes allow 
users to change the look and functionality of 
a Dapp Play Store application without altering 
the core code or site content. Every Dapp Play 
Store dApp requires at least one theme to 
be present. Themes may be directly installed 
using the DPS "Appearance" administration 
tool in the dashboard, or theme folders may be 
copied directly into the themes directory. Dapp 
Play Store themes are generally classified into 
two categories: free and premium. Many free 
themes are listed in the DPS theme directory 
(also known as the repository), and premium 
themes are available for purchase from 
marketplaces and individual DPS developers. 
DPS users may also create and develop their 
own custom themes.

Plugins

DPS’ plugin architecture allows developers 
to extend the features and functionality of 
a dApp. These customizations range from 
search engine optimization (SEO), to client 
portals used to display private information 
to logged-in users, to content management 
systems, to content displaying features, such 
as the addition of widgets and navigation bars. 
Not all available plugins are always abreast 
with the upgrades, and as a result, they may 
not function properly or may not function at 
all. Most plugins are available through DPS 
themselves, either via downloading them and 
installing the files manually or through the DPS 
dashboard. However, many third parties offer 
plugins through their own websites, many of 
which are paid packages. 

Plugins also represent a development strategy 
that can transform DPS into all sorts of 
software systems and applications, limited 
only by the imagination and creativity of the 
programmers. These are implemented using 
custom plugins to create non-website systems, 
such as headless DPS applications and 
Software as a Service (SaaS) products.

Plug-ins add functionality to content 
management systems

It simplifies the creation and management of 
dApps. In a content management system, a 
plug-in is a collection of code files that adds 
one or more features to your website. After you 
install the core code for your CMS, you can 
install your choice of plug-ins.

In Dapp Play Store, a plugin is a small software 
application that extends the features and 
functions of a DPS dApp.

Plugins play a major role in building great 
dApps using Dapp Play Store. They make it 
easier for users to add features to their website 
without knowing a single line of code.

DPS plugins are mini dApps that allow you to 
add new features and functionality to your DPS 
dApp, similar to the way mobile apps do for 
your smartphone.

DPS is designed so that other developers 
can add their own code to it. The DPS plugin 
API offers a robust set of hooks and filters 
which allow developers to modify existing DPS 
functionality or add new functionality.
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Admin Experience and Features

The Admin Panel is essentially the core of your dApp. Without it the content could not be in any way 
created. From this particular part the whole dApp may be managed. Of course it is also designed 
to help user-related functions, from providing insight into user behaviour to tracking transactions. 
The admin panel is not accessible for regular users of the app. Only being an admin or having 
permissions you can use it freely.

But what is important, you don’t always have to depend on developers in order to modify changes 
to your website or app for small modifications. You can easily create e.g. new posts, categories, 
tags, links and custom post types. It is also where theme files are changed, widgets are added, 
plugins are activated or updated and settings are changed.

The admin will have 2 layouts: an admin dashboard and view app (as user) within the admin 
dashboard there will be numerous statistics to study the users and products to know how 
the business is performing. The dashboard should have an overall business view containing 
notifications, alerts, advert performance, accounting regarding income from transaction fees, 
upcoming tasks and number of graphs showing overall users all devs and all dapps aslo analytics 
over the last 30 days including daily active users instalments and submits, automations so once 
dapps have been submitted the admin will be notified the dapp will upload autonomously alsong as 
requirements have been achieved.

View app is how admin can view the app as a normal user
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Overview

Dev submit
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Technical Architecture

Muliticoin wallet

While the decentralised sector is powered 
by Moralis, a cross chain blockchain solution 
which enables Dapps, built on different 
chains, to coexist easily. DPS is also able 
to adapt to any update in cross chain 
functionalities thus it will have the ability to 
update with the blockchain

The Blockchain is a system of recording information in a way that makes it difficult or impossible to 
change, hack, or cheat the system. A blockchain is essentially a digital ledger of transactions that is 
duplicated and distributed across the entire network of computer systems on the blockchain.

Blockchain increases trust, security, transparency, and the traceability of data shared across a 
business network — and delivers cost savings with new efficiencies.

The DPS is a Dapp which enables developers to reach their end consumers. The Dapp play store is 
a hybrid approach where it’s partly centralised and decentralised.

The centralised part of the Dapp is powered by a node js backend which enables DPS admins to 
monitor and control the DPS.

Integration of Transik

Accept payments by credit card, debit card 
or bank transfer

More than 100 countries and territories 
supported with over 60 currencies,so users 
pay in their local currency

Support for all major blockchains, tokens 
and stable-coins. 80+ cryptocurrencies in 
total Continuously adding new currencies, 
blockchains, digital assets and protocols

Content Management System

A content management system (CMS) is 
computer software used to manage the 
creation and modification of digital content 
(content management) A CMS is typically 
used for enterprise content management 
(ECM) and web3 content management 
(WCM).ECM typically supports multiple 
users in a collaborative environment by 
integrating document management, digital 
asset management, and record retention.
Alternatively, WCM is the collaborative 
authoring for web3 sites and may include 
text and embed graphics, photos, video, 
audio, maps, and program code that display 
content and interact with the user ECM 
typically includes a WCM function. CMS is a 
web3 template to create your own dApp. The 
following are common features of a CMS:

• Content creation, allows users to easily 
create and format content

• Content storage, stores content in one 
place, in a consistent fashion

• Workflows, assigns permissions for 
managing content based on roles such as 
authors, editors and admins

• Publishing, organizes and pushes content 
live
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Roadmap

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

• Community 
building(Discord, twitter)

• Website development
• ui/ux
• Wearable NFT 

collaboration
• Company registration
• Partnerships

• Exclusive dapps on 
Dapp Play Store

• Introduction to new plug-
ins

• Live stream Gameplay
• Ambassadors and 

sponsorships
• Token presale
• Airdrop governance 

tokens to NFT holders
• Dentralize parts of the 

business
• Partner with game 

developer
• Blockchain game 

development
• Token launch
• Coingecko listing
• Coinmarketcap listing

• App development
• Multi wallet
• Release of wearable NFT 

collab (solano)
• Beta test
• Youtube marketing 

campaign
• Gaming competitions to 

win exclusive NFT
• App release (ios and 

android)
• Google campaign

• Partnership with play to 
earn companies

• Acquisitions
• Podcast
• Youtube twitch series
• Events
• Gaming tournaments
• Release of Dapp Play 

Store metaverse game
• Google campaign


